
Our class has two axolotl pets and they had babies (We thought they were boys!). 
We had two batches of babies before (Last year). The first batch died because 
they weren't eating brine shrimp. The second batch was eating the food but we 

didn't do enough water changes and they died because the nitrogen levels were too 
high.

This year we want to help our new babies survive. We will give them the same 
food but do more water changes.

If they survive we can adopt them and also donate some to museums like the 
Desert Museum.
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Research

- Baby axolotls need different food than adults, must be small/move
- They survive on their yolk from 24-72 hours.
- Temperature 60 to 72 degrees fahrenheit
- Avoid direct sunlight
- Monitor size and separate so they don't eat each other
- Baby axolotls are called Larvae
- Monitor water chemistry
- Overfeeding is dangerous - if nitrogen builds up they will die



 If we feed then change the baby axolotl’s water 
25 minutes after feeding then less nitrogen will 
build up and they will survive

                              

Hypothesis/Prediction

Toothless - MomLight Fury - Dad



Procedures

Baby axolotls growing in eggs on day 1, day 3 and day 6

1. Each day as the baby axolotls hatch we move them to a clear cup and mark the date they hatched.
2. Every day we sprinkled 3 taps of the powdered food in each cup, then agitated the water so they food 

moved around (baby axolotls dont see well but can sense movement.
3. After 30 minutes we removed 70% of the water in the cup and we added fresh dechlorinated water.
4. Each day we recorded what the axolotls looked like and removed any dead axolotls. 

The powdered food we used (we chose this because it 
stays suspended in water for a long time)



Our baby 
axolotls…we 
could see food in 
their tummies 
after they ate!



Student Observations
“They had food in them that you could see and by looking at that I saw which ones were eating. One of 
them was the only one that survived hatching of that day.some wouldn't move but they are alive. There 
was a frankenstein one that looked dead so we did not feed for 3 days and it was alive.!’

There was a zombie Axolotl it was dead for 3 days then it came back to life
If they were eating you could see food inside their stomach and we would also find Axolotl poop.

There was a Frankenstein axolotl that survived 3 days without food, and when we cleaned it smelled bad. 
They were also squirming around when we were cleaning the water, and they were also looking cramped 
when I cleaned their water. Also it looked like they were hitting each other when they were spinning 
around.

I noticed that you have to be very careful and percice because when you would clean out the cup you 
sometimes would suck one up. Another  notice is when you feed you could put in too much food and that 
could kill it. We noticed that there was a axolotl that would not move for 3 days 
But on the fourth he came back to life. We noticed that we could see food in the belly of the axolotls so we 
would know if they were eating.I noticed that you could tell if you had to clean out the cup by the smell.

 



Student recorded 
data over 10 days 
of the seven 
batches of axolotl 
babies.



Batch 1
Batch 2
Batch 3
Batch 4
Batch 5
Batch 6
Batch 7

Total of 21 days (does not include first 5 days all 
surviving)



Conclusion/Discussion
Overall the babies survived 3 times longer then last year’s babies…so we do have more work to do 
to help them survive (They all died after 38 days)

Student ideas…

I think we fed them well. I also think next time we could change the water more, give them more space, have a lid, 
and put them in a more private place.

We could feed them more, clean there water sooner, and give them more space.

I think that we could feed them more and clean their tanks earlier after feeding them. We should also separate 
them based on size. Sometimes I felt that there were too many axolotls in one cup because we split them 

Split into more cups, clean them after 15 to 20 minutes

clean water more.Put them somewhere that not that much people go.Have A lid check weight cooler
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